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Chancellor’s Aide
Visits SJS Today
assistant chanC. Manse! Keene,
California state colcellor of the
leges, will visit the campus today
recommended set of
to discuss a
faculty
guide lines for college
councils with interested faculty

a

freloinen in
Deadline tor
return applicati )))) s tor till.
rcusular omit tun alternate positions as Freshoelon ( herriendris
pin.
is tottas at
should lie n-.tpplication
turned to the ( ollege I iii
us here additional information is
au ailable. meivording too Itood ISioelsignani. a toolool000r oot the (rents man class mild. it, ,,,iiimIttee.

academic policies by orgiumni,
faculty councils, resembling a r,
commended pattern. What tilla
pattern will eventually be will ilepentl, to a great extent, on the
various faculty reartions to the
proposed guide lines
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Same Time, Same Locations
For Polio Immunization Sunday
It) KEITH TAKAHASHI
The KC.). Polar siege 1.:Unn are aimed at Type
II polio. The target date, Sunday is K.O. Polio
Day.

termed as superior to the earlier Salk vaccine?
The Sabin vaccine contains tamed live viruses
which create antibodies, which are the body’,
natural defenders against disease.
Intestinal immunity to polio is given by the
Sabin vaccine as contrasted with the bloodstream
immunity of Salk vaccine.
The Salk vaccine, given by needle is a "lc He:
vit us" vaccine. It, too, can protect for a oh.,
but constant boosters are needed.
One of the distinct advantages according 1.,
KG. Polio officials is that the Sabin vaccini
keeps a person from becoming a polio carrier.
Type III polio vaccine was originally scheduled to be given Sunday. Instead, Type II poll..
vaccine will be administered.
Sunday’s vaccine, Type II, has been thorough ly tested and licensed by the U.S. Public Health(
Service. It has also been unqualifiedly approved
by the California State Department and Healy h
and County Health (

Opinions Varied
On Senate Plan

for significant powers to be stipufly URI’ CHALLBE114.
, bled for the state senate.
.’. II the San Jose State
Dr. Larsen urged the S.IS facoers agree on their stigges.1
The objective is to protect 3,500,000 Bay Area
,.,,n, for the state-wide senate ally to approve Item Foe ,the
residents against the crippling disease.
plan? After several meetings con- senate shall have delegated pow.An army of thousands of private physicians
orning the plan’s structural study .ersi on the questionnaire distribmembers.
and more than 100,000 lay volunteers will man
hy, the Phase II committee, the’ uted by the Phase II committee
Chancellor Keene will meet with
public clinics to administer Type II Sabin oral
mdividual views are still wide- and, also, to push tor immediate
and
faculty council representatives
vaccine.
-perad and tenaciously defended. assignment of powers to the iniadministrators in the morning and
Clinics in the San Jose area will be located at
At yesterday’s open faculty ses- Hated plan.
with the general faculty at 3:30
the same sites an the September 23 campaign.
This afterntain at 330 in S142.
-am, the discussion among the few
Rtn. in S142.
The hours for obtaining immunization have been
otencling centered on the ques- Dr. Manse! Keene a representaGlenn
Chancellor
is
Keene
Dr.
set for 11 a.m. to? p.m.
ion
shall the proposed senate live from the chancellor’s office.
Dumke’s assistant in charge of
will be on hand tel discuss the
nave delegated Powers?
Clinics located claw to campus are: Horace
for
the
affairs
staff
and
faculty
However. much of the difference faculty senate matter with all
Winn Elementary School, 275 E. Santa Clara,
now
He
is
colleges.
state
various
triginated in the definition of the interested faculty members.
lust -lb Elementars So -I
I, 275 Margaret Sot.
making visits to all the colleges
Another view receiving both de,,asic term, power, which was
iund Roosevelt -Junior High School, fell E. santa
of
getting
reacpurpose
for the
-haded in meaning from definitive tense and dispute expressed that
Chiron,
set
guide
of
preliminary
tions to a
,ifithority to the right to appmve if the senate will have only the
W’lly has Di.. Allo.rt Sabin’s oral vaccine I.teen
SACRAMENTO i CPA
’rho
lines prepared by his staff.
, power to advise, it will have no
,a- disapprove.
California
State
Employe’s
AssoThe guide lines for faculty counpower, and. therefore. there is no
OPPOsiN/. V IF:Ws:
ciation
today
asked
the
states
cils were prepared after an exten;.,,,fessor use for such an organization.
Dr Dean P.
Personnel
Board
to
recommend
t," survey of existing patterns of
statement
to
this
Rebuttal
litical science, held to the
5 per cent pay increase for alt
faculty participation on the variboiled down to an observance by
that
...
the
state
nature
of
the
state
employes
effective next July
ous campuses. Dr. G. A. McCallum.
-enate would allow it only an Dr. Burton R. Bra -ill, professor
Those affected will include staff,
head of the Biological Science De,clvisory position because of the of political science. Who said. "If
paament, was loaned to the Chan - and faculties of California Stai,
I ultimate veto power of the chan- 1 vcere on the Board of Trustees,
cellar’s staff to make this survey. dimes.
I wouldn’t delegate anything to
cellor’s office.
Wilmer Morse, CSEA special
of
Trustees
hopes
Board
The
We will never get delegated a new (untried. group except perI
counsel, also asked the board to
1
Six
member
of
the
SJS
business
I
state
the
all
colleges
will
that
powers and I’m not sure we want haps an office key:’
San Jose State College’s faculty the distriblution of IBM -type payappropriate
salary
adjustment
j ’education
education department faculty will
broaden the base of faculty parSPECIFIC POWERS
Professor rresap.
them." said
carets
deduct ion
pledge
and employees are $3,000 short of roll
---the fall conference of the
at the formulation of funds for occupational groups that
Several factilty members pointhave fallen more than 5 per cent their projected goal of $13,000 for through various departmental sub- California Business Education As- ’1"i-int the question is: on what
ed out that a desire for delegation
behind prevailing rates in industry this year’s United Fund Crusade, chai: men.
sociation (Bay Area Section) to- issues will we have advis1’Y of riowers raffles no weight unUnited Fund, this year, Davies morrow at Foothillpower?
and other government employ- according to Pierce Davies, asless specific areas of authority are
opposing
the
said, "Has much burger quotas besociate professor of journalism.
g
n
et,k.
tAStrongly
yros
ivd
a
ment.
will
beid
Dr.n
Edwin
status acceptance was Dr. Charles enumerated in a request.
Davies serves as chairman of the cause we are coming closer to Swanson,
department head. Dr.
State employes received a 6 per
A motion was made suggesting
M. Larsen, assistant professor of
schools division of the central meeting the community needs. A James M.
Thompson, Dr. Richarcl
oent pay raise April 1, hut Morse
that the S.159 faculty council precounty area running from Sunny- while ago, even when the quota Dale, Dr. Thomas I.. Foster, Dr. mathematics and member of the
said the Personnel Board’s figures
to the chancelvale to Los Gatos -Saratoga, and was met, the funds collected were Alvin C. Beckett, and Dr. Gerald S.TS faculty council. who argued pare a resolution
indicate that state salaries are 2.4
lor’s office asking for specific
still too few to meet the needs of W. Maxwell,
including San Jose and Milpitas.
Per cent behind pay for compardelegation of powers in the sevDavies chairman at SJS, Dr. the community."
able services in business and inPurpose of the meet is the nountral areas of state-wide college
for
Clara county’s projected ,
Theodore Balgooyan, assistant projon
m ate people in the Bay Sect
T011ay is immunization day on dustry.
Int erest.
fessor of drama, has supervised quota is nearly $1.7 million.
j
"The question the board must
CBEA state offices, and 10 show
Canning.
Professor Alden Smith. faculty
I
liusiness teachers how to incorpcouncil chairman and moderator
Despite the temporary shortage consider is how far behind state
..:ite economics in their courses
nf influenza vaccine, the Student salaries will fall during the fiscal
.f the discussion. received an inHealth Service will give immuniza- year which begins July, 1963,"
I rovide their students with a
lecisive showing of hands on the
, tier understanding of modern
tions for smallpox, diphtheria, tet- Morse said. "CSEA’s analysis inmot ion.
-,,nomic life.
anus and typhoid at 14130, today, dicates that a 5 per cent general
The S.IS faculty o-as not able
In.. Thompson, Dr. Dale, and Dr.
adjustment will be required."
4:30 p.m.
Dr. Robert E. Arnal, associate to take a unified stand of the
1:ixwell will then attend the
He said additional increases
Director of Student Health Set’s"
professor of geology, will appear state-wide senate plan.
ices, le Thomas ,J. Gray, said that were requested for occupationS
Faculty members oon all Ca. / his speech with a plea for the ,(’SEA executive nurseling in Mil- on tomorrow’s presentation of
By .JESSE CHAMBERS
lepressed
salary
groups,
,
considered
the college will not hear from the
"PerSpeclive." a weekly series fornia state college camp ISPS
Amid the shouts of an enthusi-1 people to get out and vote in Tuesemployes
in
the
udate’s
including
phormaceut ica I companies concerntelevised over ENTV, channel 11 required to individually complete
astic crowd and the blaring of a ’ day’s election.
ing the influenza serum until the correctional and Yoath Authority
j their voting on the questionnaire
at 10 a.m,
Dixieland band. Governor Edmund
The Goveinor declared, "I’ll be
facilities and institutions for menfirst of the- year.
"Perspcetive." produced by the. items and submit the results to
Brown arrived in San Jose yes - wok in San Jesse, I’ll be back in
Lost Friday, 376 persons re- tally ill and retarled
:rain) and television area of the the faculty chairmen by Mond
terday to shake hands, smile and -;:inta Clara county and Ill b.
reived immunization at the Health
speech and drama department
.1, -liter a brief campaign speech:
iil: NS governor .f this state."
Set’s a’’,
/1.(1 in 14 to Mrs. Helen
presents S.IS professors in
Jtt the corner of First and Sant:(
Smith, dilect(tr "(the nut-sing staff.
The Modern lireek Club has an- grams about their fields.
Ilium Streets.
Mrs. Smith said that the inttietuneed us plans for celebrating
Dr. Arnal will explain the Inc.
After a short welcome by- San
-hunizatien program will continue
the National Greek Holiday. "The princples of oceanography !11
hose Mayor Robert Welch, Gm’
May 21.
28th of October OX! Day."
week’s presentation cif a
,,rnor Brown launched into what
’.Vritten consent by a parent or
’rhe affair is scheduled for to- program. A special highlight : ..
the "bread and huttrr
litcalls
.irdian must be obtained from
morrow, at 830 p.m. in WG22. Dr. program will be a film concerning
Ti nights Friday Flick, "From
,’sues" in the California gubernaTenetrrew is the final dafe
,dents tinder 21 years of age.
E. P. Panagopoulos, professor of the I ech nig iie of collecting data for the Terrace." will begin at 7:30 in
rial
race.
o,ent forms may be obtained uit dents may register for Dec. 1
history, will open the celebration experiment and study.
Me rris Dailek Auditorium.
"When I became the 32nd govi Health Service.
’Scholastic Aptitude Test. This test
,. :ill a brief address. Immediately
The producer for this week’s
John O’Hara’s novel -turn,:
’tictietitsTinable to receive im- must be taken in circler to qualify ernor of this state," the Democrat
his talk there will be both presentation is Dr. Clarence E. movie, is etineerned with pi-olden ’,nizations between 1-4:30 on Fri- for State Scholat ship Awards, ac- , incumbent said, "I knew Califon- 5.15
(heck and American dancing.
Flick, associate professor of drama. laden people wilt, seem to brim;
,’
Metild "heck with the City cording to Don Ryan, assistant tii nia was growing. so I moved out
There will be no charge for ad- Directing the program will be sorrow to one ant it her at every
and did things."
’ an of students,
-Sliowease,.. a broadcast over’ mission to the dance.
Health Department er II
Robert Reyn(ulds. student direst. i. turn td. the road.
twgistration deadline for the
One thing the Governor cited] radio station KLOK. Sunday evephysician.
Starring in tonight’s Flick is
1963-64 scholarship competition is was balancing the state bud1,et,1
nings at 9 :.
30 will present Dr
Paul Newman, Jeanne W000dward,
,Jan. 8 1963, Ryan said.
which, he said. was $68 million in
Myrna Loy, Leen Ames and Ina
I James E. Blackwell, assistant proSint, the period between the the red when he became governor.,
Hahn
lessor
of
sociology
and
national
exI
camthe
in
Because of end of Christmas vacation and the
issues
main
Other
Two young people. each trout
gacl,,, communications setup, filing date is short, Ryan urges paign are water and education. az-- ,’cut
secretary of the Society for
BLOCKADE urs s, S ’,
wealthy families, marry, hut soon
anybody telephoning Chicago
State
cited
cUPIt
the
complete
fie
I
WASHINGTON
Governor.
,..
yesterday
clamped
to
The
p0- students
vording to the
the Study of Social Problems, in
find outside interests more at
for help is answered within Scholarship forms prior to the the three new universities and six
its naval blockade hack around Cuba and resumed aerial reconnaistheir guest -spot on the "Close-up"
On an outauf.state busioronds and a squad car often Christmas holidays.
sance flights over the island to check on Soviet missile bases,
new state colleges in various feature of the program.
ness trip. Wall Street broker Newit the scene in five to 10 mininforThe White House confirmed that the quarantine on the high seas
Applications and further
stages of completion, as proof that
Dr. Blackwell, whose interests
man meets Miss Hahn and falls
.", compared with as much as mation are available in Ryan’s of- he is concerned with the problem
went back into (-gyration at dawn and the Defense Department later
in sociology lie mainly in the areas,.
premptly in love with her. At the
95 minutcs in the
fice, Adm269.
past.
of schools,
nn" need that U.S. reconnaissance planes once again were flying same time. !Hiss Woodward has
of juvenile delinqueney and rave
s
boaoser
and profits:
For there to be j
relations, will present a picture of’
"ha’
found some friends of her tiwn to
INDIAN8 SMASH CHINESE 81101’S
111 California, according to thej his work as a college professor and
fill the empty hours of her husNEW DELHI. India UPI
Fee hundred rioting Indian students
I uernorrat, there must be water. as a member of the society which
band’s business absences.
shouting "death to the invaders" yesterday stoned an Indian Corn.
There can be no business without he heads.
The senior class -sponsored event
munist
party
office
Chinese
shops
in
a
protest
smashed
and
against
water,- he said.
is open In all members of the colThis week’s presentation will in"I haven’t got the water down elude interviews with Dean Miller, the Communist Chinese border attacks.
lege eommunity will: ,n admission
The rioting broke out in downtown New Delhi as an ominous
to you from the San Luis project coach of SJS’s cross country team,
charge it 27o cents
_
yel." the Governor said, "but it’s and Dr. Milburn Wright, dean of quiet settled over the fighting fronts and V K. Krishna Menon.
demoted defense minister, flevz to Tezpur. 130 miles from one battle
I coming."
division of business.
The Governor, taking a slap at
1
The program will he concluded area.
NOBEL PRIZES FOR 2 BRITONS. 1 RUSSIAN
his Republican gubernatotial op- with "State Mike," rampus news
COLLEGIATE
president aria sports report.
vice
STOCKHOLM (UPI’ A Russian. crippled and nearly blinded he
former
ponent.
award,
an
auto
two
were
and
British
accident,
scientists
yesteivlay
Richard M. Nixon, declared that
"Showcase" is produced and di -Nixon has been going rill over rected by the radio and television Nobel prizes in physics and chemistry for 1962.
the state trying to find an issim in area of the Speech and Drama I
The Swedish Academy of Sciences announced the physics pro,
which he can better me. 11c
I for Soviet theoretician Lev Davidovie Landau, 37, for his pioneer,,.Department
work on extreme low temperature research on gases. especially
!Ind one."
mysterious gas helium.
-Nistin’s smear about me beimr
communism Is junk!"
Dr. John C. Kendrew. 45, and Dr. Max Perutz. 48, of Britain
...e ft on c
’Any of you that think I’m a
NEW’ Yculib: 1 UPI I In NInk AI a red the Nobel Prize for chemistry,
iommunist. you vote for Nixon."’ England. ahrout 300 years ago.
The two men, who work together at the Cavendish Laboratory
the Governor declared,
people regarded water with so,- at Cambridge. England, equally share the prize of $50,047 for their
so
ged
Brown
the plc
Governor
TWO REPRESENTATIVES
-ion. Even children had beer and studies on "the structures of glohidar proteins:’
(,)/ 11 111 If Wait
of the Methodist Board of Missions
crowd to send Democrats to Con- cider with their meals.
TRIR:GER HAPPT TROOPS
bee on campus today, discussing the overseas missions of
NUM’
OXFORD. Miss. Student Housing Director Binford Nash. warnKress at this election to help PresHistorians report Colonists were
the Methodist Church and counseling interested students. Elmer
Ident John F. Kennedy. Ile called right. too. They knew nothing of ing a crowd of University of Mississippi students not to interfere
Hall and Betty Ruth Goode will be At the Wesley Foundation,
135 E. San Carlos
441 S. 10th
the President "one of the greatest sanitation a Ilfl the water from with Army troops guarding James Meredith:
St., from 10:30 a.m. until 330 p.m. They will report
Between 3rd 2. 4th
our history."
in
presidents
trigger
happy
Sit opportunities
are
"They
and
they:
will
springs
shoot.
and
probably
For
wells
was
the
the
sake
ot
on
and
in mission service in foreign lands,
The Democratic Governor ended loaded with germs.
j your mothers, you had better leave."
general
world.
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Southern Integration
Travels at Snail’s Pace
Itt
-.ill since
,.
F
the Supreme (saiit announced
its famous mandate to desegregate public schools. Nearly 100
years have passed since the 14th
Amendment was ratified. guar:am ...Mg citizenship to all na,born people.
IS%
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It! \ \ I
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Coats and Suits

JANE ANDRE

Hut this )i.)ii in the 17 Southern states, more than 93 per
cent of the Negro children are
still attending segregated
schools.
Enrollment figures show that
three million Negro children are
being separately educated in the
South. Fewer than 300,000 of
their brothers and sisters are
sitting alongside Caucasian children in classrooms. This despite
the fact that "separate but
equal" education has been
proved. for the most part, a
farce.
Demonstrations on the University of Mississippi campus
this week, followed by a threat
that the Justice Department
might intervene, indicate that
the turmoil caused by James
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(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

EAT, SLEEP, AND MATRICULATE
The trouble with early morning classes is that you’re too sleepy.
At late morning classes you’re too hungry. At early afternoon
classes you’re too logy. At late afternoon classes you’re too
I
gry again. The fact isand we might as well face itthere
Lt-sod time of day to take a class.
\\ t shall we do then? Abandon our colleges to the ivy? I
guy 1,,.. I say America did not become the hope of mankind and
the world’s largest producer of butterfata and tallow by running
away from a fight!
If you’re always too hungry or too sleepy for class, then let’s
hold classes when you’re not too hungry or sleepy: namely, when
you’re eating or sleeping.
( ’lasses while eating are a simple matter. Just have a lecturer
lecture while the eaters eat. But watch out for noisy food. I
nieun who can hears lecturer lecture when everybody is crunching celery or matzo or like that? Serve quiet stufflike anchovy
paste on a doughnut, or steaming bowls of lamb fat.
And kindly observe silence while lighting your post-prandial
Marlboro Cigarette. Don’t be striking kitchen matches on your

_
Vat

a

91OIIE

lopotsy

jeans. Instead carry an ember from the dormitory fireplace in
your purse or pocket. Place the Marlboro against the ember.
Light it quietly. Smoke it quietly. Oh, I know I ask a great
deal! I know that one’s natural instinct upon encountering
:Marlboro’s fine flavor and filter is to throw back one’s head and
bellow great, rousing cries of joy. But you must not. You must
contain your ecstacy, lest you disturb the lecturing lecturer.
You can, if you like, permit yourself a few small shudders of
Pleseire as you smoke, but take care not to wear garments
which will set up a clatter when you shudderlike taffeta, for
example, or knee cymbals.
let es turn now to the problem of learning while sleeping.
First, can it IN! done?
Yes, it can. Psychologists have proved that the brain is
definitely able to assimilate information during sleep. Take, for
instance, a recent experiment conducted by a leading Eastern
university (Stanford). A small tape recorder was placed under
the pillow of the subject, a freshman named Glebe Sigafoos.
When (debt, was fast asleep, the recorder was titrned on. Softly,
ell through the night, it repeated three gatemeutn in Glehe’s
sl uniberi
ear:
I. Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109 and i, called "The
Founder of English Eclectic Philosophy."
2. The banana plant is not a tree but a large perennial herb.
3 The Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated in 1914 at
Sar,jivo by a young nationalist named Mjilas Cvetnic, who has
been called "The Trigger of World War I."
When Glebe awoke in the morning, the psychologists said to
him, "Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109. What is he
called?"
Glebe promptly replied, "Perennial Herb."
Next they asked h in, "What has Midas Cvetnic been called?
Replied Glebe, "Perennial Serb."
Finally they said. "I, the banana plant a tree?"
But (debts exhausted from the long interrogation, had fallen
back asleep, where he is to this day,
c len M.. lb ohms
Glebe sleeps. hut you. we trust, are up and about. Why not
improve each ’raking lim.r with our line product -Marlboro
Cigarettes? IOu gel a lot to likeAlter, flavor, pack or box.

,Nleretlith s enrollment is not
set tled.
Generally, the program in
general elementary and secondary schools is proceeding at the
gradual rate of one grade a
year. Most states did not start
to comply with the desegregation mandate until 1956 or 1957.
SOUTHERN C’OLLELIES
Higher education has seen the
introduction of desegregation in
all Southern states except South
Carolina, Alabama and, until u
month ago, Mississippi.
Even previously all-Negro colleges, such as West Virginia
State and Lincoln University in
Missouri, have drawn many
white students to their enrollment after abolishing segregation clauses.
It thus appears correct to
refer to an "erosion of massive
resistance" in the South, especially in Southern colleges.
What of further desegregation? Should troops again be
employed, as in Mississippi, to
speed the process?
The question was asked of two
professors in the SJS Sociology
and Anthropology Department.
PROPS VIEW
Dr. Snell Putney, assistant
professor of sociology, believes
that such force may increase
racial antagonism, but simultaneously weaken the cause of
segregation.
"However, it is a shame when
such force must be used," he
adds.
Following the forceful integration of Little Rock five years
ago, the Southerners realized
that desegregation was inevitable. probably within the lifetime of the students, Dr. Putney
states.
’SHOULD MOVE FASTER’
"I have a hunch that if the
government had moved faster in
the 1950s to enforce the Supreme Court decision, the resistance would not have had
time to solidify."
Dr. Putney says that the
Southern business community
has begun to desert Gov. Ross
Barnett after realizing that
segregation keeps out new industry.
Jack Pierce, assistant professor of anthropology, also believes a lay-off in enforcing desegregation would be foolish.
EDUCATION NEEDED
"Fundamentally," he says,
"there is a need of education. I
wonder if the national press is
doing enough to inform Southerners what positive consequences result from desegregation?"
In 1960, seven per cent of the
U.S. Negro population held managerial or professional positions,
as compared with 26 per cent of
the whites.
A society must freely recognize all segments of its population if it is to derive maximum
profit from the talents which lie
therein.
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Dissensions
Undermining’
De Gaulle
By P1111. NEWsOM
UPI Fun-lem News Analp.t
Since May, 1958, when President Charles de Gaulle took
over French leadership with dictatorial powers to settle the Algerian conflict, the French people dutifully have been following
his lead.
This week the President won
another of the popularity contests to which he has resorted
frequently over the last four
years as he has gone obout
changing the political and physical structure of France.
But it was won by a narrower
margin than hoped and accompanied by many a cry of foul
by a united parliamentary opposition to his demand that future French presidents be elected by direct vote of the people.
GROWING OPPOSITION
The 62 per cent margin was
the slimmest of any since June,
1958, and growing opposition
was signified not only by those
who voted against him but by
the substantial number who
stayed at home.
Victory was won, however,
over formidable opposition.
Returns from the April 8,
1962, referendum approving the
Algerian peace settlement
showed a growing number of
Frenchmen opposed to increased
powers for De Gaulle.
Sunday’s referendum, taking
the presidential election out of
the hands of about 50,000 privileged politicians, found every
political party aligned against
him with the exception of his
own Union for the New Republic.
HONEYMOON WANES
In any event, it seemed apparent that the honeymoon was
all but over.
A new National Assembly will
be elected next month and there
seems little reason to believe
that De Gaulle can win anything like a majority.
The new assembly cannot topple De Gaulle, but it can withhold approval of his budget or
speedily overthrow any premier
he might name.
If government processes are to
be orderly, there must be a considerable change in De Gaulle’s
tactics, which heretofore have
been to run roughshod over the
assembly in matters both domestic and foreign.
All parties are demanding a
greater voice in foreign affairs.
_There are increasing demands
for greater participation in
NATO and the move toward an
integrated Europe even at the
loss of some French sovereignty,
which De Gaulle has rejected.
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24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder -of -semester basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester $4.50. Offcampus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adver
tising ETC 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

out soon - where
service it supberb at

Editor:
The Spartan Daily’s account
of my remarks yesterday on
Proposition 24, the Francis
amendment, was substantially
accurate. but, perhaps for lack
of space, two points of substance
that I sought to make were not
mentioned. The first was that
much I if not all) of the measure is unconstitutional and that
it eventually will be invalidated,
or modified and closely limited,
by the courts. The second point
is this: the high probability that
the courts will bail us out if this
proposition passes does not excuse the individual voter from
voting and voting as intelligently as he can. The privilege
of the initiative puts a heavy
responsibility on the electorate
which should not be fobbed off
on the courts or anyone else.
Dr. T. M. Norton
Awsistant profs-stair iif
political .M.i1.111.1.

Coed Sites Telegram
Protesting Blockade
Editor:
Telegram sent by 1.inus and
Ava Helen Pauline to President
Kennedy Oct. 22. 1962, 4:50 p.m.:
"Your horrifying threat of military action on shipping on the
high seas and possible massive
retaliation by nuclear attack to
any resistance places all the
American people, as well as
many people in other countries,
in grave danger of death through
nuclear war. Your warlike act
in this age when weapons exist
which, if used in a great war,
might mean the end of civilization and would surely cause tremendous damage to the pool of
human germ plasm and to the
whole human race, can only be
described as an act of the utmost irresponsibility.
As loyal, responsible, and informed American citizens, we
vigorously protest this act, which
labels our nation as recklessly
militaristic, and we strongly urge
that you immediately withdraw
your belligerent orders and
threats and devote the energy
and powers of your high office
and of the United States to a
vigorous and faithworthy effort,
through the United Nations, to
achieve the solution of pressing
world problems, the cessation of
nuclear weapons tests and a
rapid approach to the goal of
general and complete rlisarrna-

’Transparent Eggs!’
Cry 60 Dorm Men
Editor:
We dorm students of Allen
Hall are most happy to see the
men of Markham start the ball
rolling in regard to the poor
quality of food and preparation
found in the Spartan Shops, Inc.,
Cafeteria. However, they were
much too mild in their complaints and ommited several
atrocities that the cooks perpetrate on the food.
Not only are the unscrambled
eggs greasy, but generally, half
of the white is still transparent.
Juice, when it is served, is generally bitter, including the pineapple juice.
At the evening meal, not only
is the meat cool to cold, but the
small portions also seem to be
very low quality: i.e.. roast beef
Stoat is half gristle and fat, as are
some servings of ham. The cooks
also do not like vegetables.
Boiled potatoes crunch like raw
carrots and carrots have the
consistency of mush. The green
salad is almost entirely green.
There are barely enough tomatoes or carrots in it to identify
them.
As was mentioned in Markham
Hall’s letter, the supply of liquid
is quite sufficient. However, try
finding a clean glass or cup. The

LESTER ON
Editor
Advertising Mgr. - STU FLANSBURG
JODY KINCAID
Day Editor
STAFF POSITIONS
News Editor ****** MANUEL ROBLES
DAVE NUSBAUM
Office Manager
JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor
CAROLYN LUND
Copy Editor
TOM KENNEDY
Feature Editor
PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor
BOB PACINI
Fine Arts Editor
JESS CHAMBERS
Wire Editor
Photo Editor . __... DAVE BELLAK
Exchange Editor...KEITH TAKAHASHI
Promotion Manager KENT VLAUTIN

or
After
the game

And it is served to you by experts, too_. experts in the
art of fast friendly service.

1)1111.

Professor Adds P.S.
To Prop. 24 Speech

Before

Your choice frosts our 1111’1111
is prepared by experts.

(1111111.

majority of them have either soap stains and/or lipstick
smears. Also, it is wise to inspect
the silverware to make sure one
is not getting a bonus of someone else’s last meal.
The year-old inter-dorm food
committee has not been able to
help the dorm students against
this 550.000-a-year "non-profit"
business. As Markham asked,
"Where do we turn?" What do
we do now?
R. C. Laton
Asti .4K/4’Ni
59 Others

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words prferably typed and doublespaced Letters exceeding this amount
either will not b printed or will b
edited to conform to length The editor
reserves the right to edit letters
also
to conform to style and good taste.
Letters of personal attacks will not be
printed. All letters must include the
writer’s signature and ASS number.
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Don’t Neglect skin care LCd.
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ful skin balance
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today!
Courtesy
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MAKE MINE A DOUBLE

THE VIRGIN SPRING

MAU=
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shadow world no one talks about.’ 7 BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS
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WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
BABY JANE?

(formerly Mayfair)
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
10 top stars in 2 fop F
THE MUSIC MAN
(starts 9 27)
OCEANS 11
(starts 1:17)
Both in color
One complete showing
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And so begins the very familiar story of Goldilocks and her

his vocalists. Leslie
0’1/1’101,
uggams anti 1.01.11M.
anthem before
sang the national
in which
World Series vontest
Now
the 1 an k s participated.
vocalMitch has added another
). 20-year-o1d Carolyn Conway,
to make it
arst he’d like her
for his singers
three in a row
Series
it Iti’ World
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SUYS!

Goldilocks, 3 Bears ??????
On Stage Next Week Students: What Changes

Ming.
:sr:0’ YORK 1[11
of the "Sing
Miller, bearded host
Aing- television series. hie: a
hoping the New York
teasel’ for
the Arnere.iii
Yankees tttlt skin
iiennant
League baseball
c,f

encounter with three bears.
It is this perennial children’s
favorite that will be produced
next week by the Speech and
Drama Department as this semester’s Children’s Theater otterintl.
John it. Kerr, associate professor of drama, and supervisor
of the production, said that
while the play is, of course,
aimed primarily at school children in the area, the perform antes are open to the general
public as well.

your skin oa,
stuiel

’Ott
fs, twat.11

DISTINCTIVE I ssiii()s,,
Pleitehreaa ’It t’. 1...

Kerr declared that an audience of children is in one sense
more "eritieal" than an adult
audience.
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SJS Symphony Sets
Two Concerts Here
2 Concerts Here

sv.7112 (.0017.4

,-

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*

and San

Fernando

By CAROL SWENSEN
Photos By Barry Stevenson

Vos

Has ( less,

tote, pre-np-d,

"San Jose State would be greatly improved it
it had a new Student Union
one that was
comparable, if not better, than that of the University of California. Not only would it function
as a recreation center and a meeting place for
students, but it would also work to unify our
campus. If it were anything like Cal’s. it would
be something the students could take pride in."

APART 1N [MTV -3

Irene Galls Joins
Symphony Nov. 9
For Wagner Songs

Objective
News Reports
Constructive
Background Material
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Entertainment News
Penetrating
Editorials
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Speak Sunday
On Birth Control
Dr. Robert Tero. and Dr Wil-

ir OWN

Mr-

at
the opening e.c
of the San
Jose symphon Nov. ts in (11:1C
Atalitorium.
Accompanied by the 6rehestra
under its conductra Sandia’ Sal go, Miss Dolts will otter the
Fist’ Wessendonek Stings
Richard Wagner and 1:n0:a’s
lofty scene from the same composer’s muso drama -Die Walk’
Will

iiI

irlOitil

liam

O’Hara.

noted

in the San Jose

physicians
will speak

NIVEL

Sunday at N:15 p.m in the ehapel
the Catholic Vomen’s c’entut
"Why Say-s Birth Control Is.
%Vrting?"
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three-part
NIIWI114111
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1,ring to light siarne iit the problems lacing young people today.

Judy

ThOPsielUMNI,

acre

Junior, elementary education:

going to improve San Jose Stele,
"11 I
I would do away with the outside papers that
SO many instructors require. Term papers, resource units and reports do much to impair the
social life of the SJS student. I think many students would agree with me if they had an abundance of outside work that took up much of their
t.alying time."

Ted

11011161,

senior, biological science:

"What I would like to see is an improvement
in the Registrar’s Office. Most of the people in
there don’t seem to know their job, and especially don’t know where to refer students. They
don’t need a bigger staff, they just need to train
the staff to know their responbilities and their
job. I have been forced to spend many hours
running from place to place"

Also on the program are tlw
overly familiar Beethosen Fifth
Symphony and itavel’s chorete
graphic tone poem, "La
Wagner wrote his song cyclist the same time he was corn posing his opera "’Frisian and
!stride." The it
of
in this opera is one
Dohs’ nassi famous inteline’,1tams.
A listing of her maw:trances
reads like a musical grand toe.
She has sung at opera 1-.4,
in
Ness’
York
and
Eu.
including the Bayreuth Wii
Festivals She recently appe
with
e San Fratteisco li
:us Princess knoll in \.’ia
"1 h

:444.ordini.4 to Rob Gdrridt. newly

FROM

POLYNESIAN EXOTISC
"WA"
Li"-

../2.0:0--..010Ce

SKIRTS AND
SWEATERS

.1

"

(

het
5.15 Miss ’hills reeeisasl
el’s degree frown I’ Iii:
versity and traveled
P’01106lifILD

David Wood, senior, pollee:
ittlplaWe by getting a better selection of reference loioks in the library. I have to
go to other college libraries for reference materials. A college of this site should certainly have
a better selection on campus. I don’t have any
complaints about the rest of the library, except
that the Reserve Book room seems overcrowded.
When the tither wing is opened there will be
n...14 places to study."
(.1/11111

ii

’

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

Cs

.\ S

339 S. 1 st St.
Yvonne Gallegos, senior, business education:

(across form Hate’s /

"We need more student participation to produce more unity in the college between the Greek.and the independents. If students could be drawn
into clubs and made a part of things instead if
feeling like foreigners, then the school would
be more closely knit. Everyone then would be
prouder of SJS."

CY 7-4653

SN

Li

4

STRICTLY
COLLEGIATE!

Glenn Lund, senior, advertising:
"I commute 14) school and parking is a real
problem with me. I hope this will be alleviated
by the parking garage, but we will have to wail
and see. College spirit is another problem at SJS
This is shown both day to day and at the football
games. I also notice that the campus is broken
into small interest groups. This produces another
problem."

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

k

Penq

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Acceso

Music Department’s ’Messiah’ Will
Feature Two Choruses, Soloists
Ii’ ’Ill

Tvd,

lour

soloists

plus three instrumentalists and
a double string quartet will participate

in

the

Music

Depart-

ment’s presentation of Ilandel’s
oratroio "Messiah" Dec. 11 in
Morris Dailey Auditorum.
Appearing in the production
of the famous Christmas work
will be the SJS Glee Club and
Chorus.
Soloists include Dr. Erwin
Dunning, assistant professor of
music, bass, and Frederick Load wick, associate professor of music, tenor.
Other soloists are Clorinda
Di Lonardo, a former SJS student ssito will sing soprano and
Ester Duarte, contralto.
Instrumentalists for the pro-

Vi,iiet no
ass, ,-1.!1. professor of must.
can. Jennifer Jones, piano iitui
Sydney Gowdey, harpsichord.
A double string quartet t,
perform the "Pastoral S.
u
phony" portion of Handers
Dr. Gus Lease and Dr. Russell
Harrison. associate professors.:
music, will share the eonductin...4
honors.
Handers score is divided into
two general sections. an Easter
and a Christmas section. The
department’s production will perform most of the Christmas seetion and touch lightly on the
Easter portion.
Dr. Lease said that any.4oc
interested in assisting in the pr..duction should contact hint
his office. M227.
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GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
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Canterbury
Tales

J Benton White,
Campus Minister
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The Christian Still,. Monitor
Ono Norway St , Boston 15, Moss
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Tickeis
seheduled to go
nn sale Wednesday in the Student Affairs Business Office,
TI-116, for the appearance of the
Brothers Four, Dee. 4, in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Prices are $2 for student and
faculty. General admission is
$2.50.
The appearance of the folk
singing group is under the sponsorship of the ASB Spartan
Programs Committee.

The SJS Synch. ty Orchestra,
currently tavivirilr, for its performance, Nov. 20 and 21 in
Concert Hall. has announced its
officers for the current semester.
They are David Dobrinen,
president: Gary Gray, vice president: Camilla Sheldon, secretarytreasurer, and Glenn Norrish,
publicity chairman.
The orchestra, under its director Dr. Gibson Walter, professor
of music, has scheduled for the
concerts. Beethoven’s "Prometheus Overture.- and Mende’ssohn’s lively Symphony No. 4
in A major, the "Italian Symphony."
Included on the program is
Jennifer Chase, mezzo soprano,
who will sing arias front "Carmen," "Don Carlo," and "Orfeus."

rris

tin
no S.
ip hits

’Brothers Four’
Tickets Readied

Fri. & Sat. Nites
,

f
lilcx ram

111111
Cy 5

fr

nut applaud. tlnitteen ate tiitt.
ent in that respect. he added.
They must be kept constantly
interested in the play. And with
something as familiar as "The
Three Bears. this en’t easy to
do.
If they txteome disinterested
and bored with a play they tieeome restless and begin to vital ter.
But, he added, when ehildren
like something, they demonOrate their approval very enthusiastically.
The play will be given Thursday and Friday at 4 p.m., and
Saturday morning at 10:30 mut
again at 2 p.m.
All perftamances vt ill be in
the College Theater.
Admission is 50 cents. Tickets
are currently to sale in College
Theater Box Office,
A novel touch to the prrutuelion of "The ’rut ..e liettl’A,- will
be the appearance id a fourth
hear, a grizzly beat, who according to Kerr, is the Villain of the
piece.
The three bears will he played
by Sandra Emery, Mary braise
’Nelson and Joe Lonnon. Terry
It
is selfish:led as (lolliilreeks.
’rhe grizzly will be performed
by Carol !now.
01 her players include Leslie
Miens.
the .4ountess, Larry
Artie. the ...Jim and Steven
Trimvith ius
ill gum.
lloss.ant Budwin, senior drama
student. is director.

I
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People as individuals? What is the
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Nation’s Top-Ranked Harriers at Home
Table Tennis Signups
,Ith

the men’s and the

Physical Education builds!
at

the

posters

With JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor

the

on

I’silletjntroaisla for the
t.su
tennis
table
lo:ze
.
ss csainplanned for Wisinesday.
.1. Signups ‘34:11 try team nas an undefeated record
at 7 pm in
as far this season. The prospects
e bright that the Spartans will
finish the season undefeated in
laal meet competition.

11,4, 11,1

It Is also a good possibility that
S.in Jose coukl win top honors at
East Lansing. Mich. later this
fall. and bring back the NCAA
cross country championship. The
Siiartans have shown that they
ate the top team on the coast and
are rated No. 1 in the
.::,.:,
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its first home !nee, of the
season and its only dual event
here, the top-ranked San Jose
State cross comtry team will be
out to display its invulnerable
strength to local fans at 4 this
afternoon on the South Campus
Track.
Fresno State is the Spartans’
.fhallenger and will send its hest
of
likes
the
against
runners
Danny Murphy. Jeff Fishback.
Ben Tucker. Jose Azevedo and
Ron Davis. all if whom will be
running as a team for Coach Dean
Thiiof

Ii,,’ team broke a tt "rid record
itioen the men itad a time of
75 20 for 15 miles. This broke
the national and ssiirld record
set Is, Houston Cnisersitk in
1961,. In the sante kear the
Houston tram ss as the NCAA
champ in crams c tttttt trk.
For the lirst tithe. last year the
Spartans sent a representative to
the national championships and
placed second to Oregon State
The Spartans: could have won :
all except for the fact that they
were running with a bare minimum of five runners.
The rest of the teams entered
A six or seven men. Although
the first five finishers gain
p,ints for a team, the sixth and
away
can
take
seenth
men
points for the opponents to help
their team win the championship.
Another reason for the sevenman team is that with only five
men there aren’t any substitutes
ready in the case of injury or
sickness. If a five-man team loses
one man d is out of the competition
With Me men last sear the
nip:Irian. put in an toutstam’ing
shots. placing second. The .irst
place team, Oregon State. neored
fift points to the Spartans* 82.
One of the reallons that the
’npartan. lost %% as the fact that
forace Whitehead gist bottled
up at the start of the race and
couldn’t make up the time that
lost.
This year the Spartans have
the same team back, with the exCharlie Clark who
eption of
. alert sixth. To replace Clark the
-.a squad has little Danny NItnpey who is proving to be one of
the best distance runners around.
lie hasn’t lost a race this year.
although he tied last week with
three of his teammates.
Not only has he gone unbeaten.
but in three of the four meets he
competed in. Murphy broke course
rtne21.
t Long Beach he set su mks
.,aast mark I.f 17:12.1i. At the
ramento State Insitational
la- broke the roiirste mark with
(gawking id 17:54. The arnariny part id this res oil! is the
fact that the conditions %s ere
terrible. The course wan covered
oith ostter and rain Came down
tS root ghout the meet.
anford Murphy broke Max
course record of 20:15.5
with a timing of 20:092. In three
straight meets Murphy set three
course ’pc. sods.
While Marphy has been bornina
rp the track. Jeff Fishhack hasn
been far behind. He has placed

JEFF FISHBACK
All-American harrier

Four Teams Play
In Second Round;
Two Games Today
the independent league’s piayofis.
four teams have emerged victorious and will play Monday for
the second round winners
The CalsHawaiians, which heat
DSP No. 2. plays the Red Haard
which beat the Saints. After it
beat. the Army ROTC. DU N
2 plays the Phi Sigs, which defeated The Beavers.
In tw,) fraternity games today
ATO and the Phi Sigs will duel
in a game that was postponed
earlier in the season. and PiKA
-nd
saatramaga 171 ii
’hit had to be played over.
The
Cal -Hawaiians
defeated
DSP No 2 team. 2:1-0. ti
the seo.n.I round. Grant
entry t
Hurnheak
f
sccact in-’
fual
touchdowns and one extra point.
The Red Heard blanked the
Saints. 12 -fa as the Hoard scored
all of it- points in the second
half. Randy Wright ran for one
touchrlean
and
Fred
Gruber
parsed 1., ajraa raa’ ate for- the
other
The .A:.rry P.i T(-- is No
/-:,71
n-..7,
h1-(
P

second in the meets Murp!-:

rm-

1

CORNER

I

PROFESSIONAL TYPE
BEAUTY SWOP

MAR OR
.511

En;oy

Howard’s
FINE FOODS
esiry girl, club, sorority
wants onel Isundreds.of
c
"
of these re-circulatirvg it
ors PM daily use, all am? -,/,,101.01.
proved: mode orofAosollz
the world’s largest monists:110yr
professional ,dryers fur home ose!
NO INVESTMENT! NO inveinostri;
All ARE ChISH
ver,te 100V
ARISTO MANUFACTURING EQ.
731, W CovIt 1110LO... slaPC1

"Where the servings
are large
and the prices
are right.’

Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP
aro Sanis Ca’,

Si- -cse

RECAPS from S5.95
with exchange
250

nlew T, -c;

Discount on

70c on Recaps and U5ed
with

Studnet

Body

.s

Caml

Wholesale Tire Mart
400 W. Sar Oar as
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COLLEGE WEEKEND

SPECIALS
Every Sat. and Sun.
Guys and Gals! Come in and
Taste Archie’s Scrurnotious Prod.
THIS WEEKEND’S SPECIAL

STEAK SANDWICH

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

Regularly $105

DINNER STEAK
Regulany

$1.49

99c
S1.10

Bring a Date or Join the Cr.),..d

110:111E’S STE %A 110t

ath A William 6fts & Keyes
10511 & Taylor
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EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
people get that refreshing new /’cling
with Coke: #

Tasty Frosties
Smooth Shakes

lull Uri

Just a Few Blocks frost Campus

59 Co-risme
4 Sc.sed
55 ,,7
- 2

150 Each
sind.,,c)..) on F....v.
25c

The Spartans’ 4.2 -mile course Is
in good shape for the Fresno
meet. Miller said. But earlier this
week sagne trees had been fell,A
over the trail, apparently by 3/1
outside school,- Miller commented.
Also the recent rains have settled the dust and have helped the

1. PURITAN OIL CO.

So

-, s

Sandwich,’;

night.

ICut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

60/000/000 times a day

DOTTIE’S

d to premeamon epectalions are Gene (auntie and Did:
’s’s ilkins. moo junior college
their
transfer.. Miller -plain.
late starts Is, the Spartans’
to
program.
training
tough
which one does nut adjust user -

ill, the excepti tttt of Acevedo.
this hunch finished in a four-way
s:
tie for first place at Cal last
,s
%%eel:end. This is again Miller’.
strateyk as the tram is prettaring for the NCAA champion shim. In East Lansing. Melt.. ton
Not. 26. .%zevedo Maced fifth in
the race. It) seconds behind
them.
Su far this week the Spartan- 0
have had very good workouts in
preparation for the Sunda:ler reports that they a
let down their pace all eiees.
Even yesterday the team ran at
almost its normal pace for a practice. Usually the squad runs fl’.’
to six easy miles the day be:.
a meet. But yesterday it woraa
rut for eight miles and then ran
the miles for time. All in ali
it covered more than 11 miles
nearly twice as much as it usually
rims before a race.
The team also ran a tulle at
a time of 4:40. This is not full
speed, hist it i the titio needed
in the opening mile at the N(’.%.%
have to
ehampionshius. "Wo
Inactive at a mop that alIt hit
the N(AA pace.’ Miller ...old
NIIIIer also said tha
haa been the hardest mieek 01 a
the tz’orn has had yet. Even :.
:reshman team has been coini
all out. It will he comp the national pasta) c
championship. If it winad) hi’ the first time in Insure%
that roth a varsity and fresh tean.
from the same school has done it
The vansity set the record ir
this event at Cal last weekend
when Oa- Spartans tamed in a
id. 72:21, :3-. seconds unite:
the %%raid mark set by Huai,*
taio years ago.
The frosh team, however ms.*
hrce a hred tine acaompliahlra
the feat since its top runner. la.
Kraar. has been declared out w.:.
el muscle strain in his lower leg
and Achilles tendon. Also Mike
Lamendola has been slowed clown
;a
- s,-ek.
51.1.15ters ril the 5:fruits that
arc tio
t..

In

:.eetords in [mt: tied A ..77

USED CAR
57 Pc. 4-

DULY

DS Duels Bulldogs
Delicious
Sandwiches
; This Afternoon at 4 2 for 25

’rime Out

Signups a: e aea aeing

4SPARTAN

Everybody BUT Everybody
meets at San Jose’s largest
coin operated cleaning and
laundry village

: -5E’

onsmsminimisoimssImissimwisme

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726

40 WASHERS.. 14 50 lb. DRYERS
8 NORGE DRY CLEANERS

Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

SPACIOUS STUDY AREA

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
Fresh ARMOUR STAR HEN TURKEYS

45C

D,os
lb

Center Cut Sliced
Boneless BEEF STEW MEAT
Boneless CORNED BEEF

Pe, --.

* R..-

* Single Garments Cleaned and Pressed

7C C
Armour Star Boneless Horn, whole or half

Free

lb.

89‘
65‘

lb.

9t

lb.

lb

TEMCO--BW NORGE

CLEANING and LAUNDRY VILLAGE
(In the heart of the living groups!
II% and E. San Carlos

CV 8-5839
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SPARTAN DAVIS--5

Spartababe Footballers Top Tiger Team Is Spartan
Bury Santa Clara, 42-14 Foe at Stockton Tomorrow 1
4

crowd pleasing GO yard pass play
to pull within a point of SJS.
Smooth throwing Craig Smith hit
end Bill Brennan for the score.
The second half was all San
Jose, as the Spartababes took the
opening kickoff and drove 65 yat ds
in seven plays I. ,r their third sixpointer. Owen,. .laital the drive

By GENE Wl1.11.1AMS
striking on land or through the
with equal ease, San Jose
football team ex5tate’s freshmen
second half touchpaxled for four
a condowns which carried it to
iineing 42-14 rout of Santa Clara’s
afternoon in Buck
trash yesterday
Shaw Stadium.
quiet first
After a comparatively
Spartababes scored two
hidf, the
uchilown.s in seven minutes to :ill
second win in low
hat clinch their
Colt.
wings. The loss left the
mark.
with an 0-3-1
Actuall). the turning point
tinned out to be a Ned Reilly to
charley Harraway TD strike late
The 39 yard
in the second quarter.
gainer gave the locals a 19-6 halftiny advantage.
San Jose initiated the scoring
Owens
when flanker back John
from three
dove into the end zone
yards out to make the score 6-0.
Ken Berry’s first of six placements
wingd it to 7-0.
Santa Clara came back on a

t5c
25c
ies
kes

ORAL: TYI
liffallY
.11t1Th

Soccermen End
Home Contests
Against San Mateo

San Jose State s s,x(to team
will close out its home slate this
afternoon at 3:30 against San Mateo Junior College on the Spartan
Soccer Field.
San Jose mentor Julie Menendez, plans to consolidate his varsity and junior varsity squads, as
there will be no preliminary game.
Two talented freshmen who have
performed outstandingly for the
SJS JV’s will draw starting assignments. They are Tom Zinther,
center fullback, and Bill Dalrymple, goalie.
Also slated to see action for San
Jose are Bill Poulos. Dave Kingsley,
Jim
Omagbemi,
Gordon
Slobodan
Ed Zu1111, Amagh Nudka, Les Bennett,
Etiok Akpan, Oscar Guitierrez,
Dietmar Demeter and Lloyd Mwad.
Coach Murius McFadden, who
also is athletic director at San
Mateo, will send an inexperienced
but improving team against the
S part ans.
Captain Mihelis Hercules and
student coach Taimeshwar Khanna have been instrumental in the
club’s rapid de,,lopment.

4110#4’
Cars available to be driven
to Oregon. Call 294-4243.
839 Almaden
J.H. Goulden & Associates1

y
of them414110
it kaki Iltige_
ore (limp.
Ogg*, ei
IstwearTfixt
Parr

’

Bruce
Olson*
says...

Reversable
RAIN

S5.95

&

SHINE

COATS

"fires
Sed Tires
Card

Mart
:Y 5-57d-

KEND

tt Even if you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more Insurance
later on ... with College Llte’s
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men. Call me today and
I’ll explain how and why. No obligation, of ociurse.,)

By JOHN HENRY
Coach Bob Titchenars eleven
plays its eighth game of the season tomorrow night at 8 in Stockton against the UOP Tigers. The
Spartans once again will be looking for their first win of the season.
The Tigers on the other hand
have won five games against two
set backs and have what Titchenal
calls its best team in years. UOP
has two incentives going for them
tomorrow: it is the school’s Homecoming game, and the fact that
the Spartans whipped the Tigers
twice lust year.
Although the Spartans
lost
Stanford Tickets
Student tickets lot Iii,- Sri 8Stamford football gunk. will go
on sale Monday in Tm6. students must pay $1 upon presentation of an ASK card for a
game ticket. Tickets will be on
male through Wednesday, Nov.
16. Faculty athletic cards are
not good for students rates. The
SJS-Stunford game will be
played at Stanford, Now. 17.

:1
I he
six and tied WO.
team
isn’t us had as the itxxird shows.
The team is playing its toughest
schedule in history with a relatively inexperienced squad.
The Spartans stalling lineup
will find one change from the team
that met New Mexico last week.
Pete Demos will start at the flanker position in place of Cass Jackson.
The starting lineup, according to
coach Bob Titchenal is:
lw-It end, Greg Rociiii; kit
tackle, Larry II a n se et: lett
guard, Fred Engel; venter, Rod
Th01111104 ;
right guard, Wall
First brook; right tackle, Joe
s; right end, buck Elder;
flankerback, Pete Ileums; rig lit hull, Walt itolhert; fullback.
Johnny Johnson: quarterback.
Hand Carter.
The tentative lineup for the
Tigers is:
Left end, ’fed Watkins; left
tackle, Don Shackelford; lett
guard, Bob Scardina ; center,
Huy Hallo; right guard. John
Gamble; right tackle, Hoy Williams; right end, Mike Smith;
right half, Aaron Youngblood;
left half, Greg Stikes: fullback,

Wonderful for everyday wear wheffiler
it rains or shines! Beautifully reversable
in a wide choice of fall colors Plaids,
solids and prints Saes 5.1B Junior and
Jr. Petitet.

rep,e;enting
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

eampta

t’, uoly Company selling
.,vely to College Men
I

286 S. FIRST ST. CY 4-0546
Convenient Lay-a -way
*We Validate all city parking
OPEN MON. & THURS.
’TILL 9:00
........
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TITCHENAL
(62-16)

ANDERSON
(38.14)

SJS-UOP
Stan -Ore

WILLIAMS
(59-23)

50‘
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FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
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Laundry

8,

Hair

r

No Waiting

I:

THANKSGIVING

Hour6a.m. to I I p.rn.

RESERVATIONS

PSA

CY 7-1700

First and Santa Clara, San Jose
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ED’S
LAUNDROMAT
497 II. 134, St.

74 W Son Corlc,

atezereze-e-oSPECIAL

STUDENT

RATE

RENTALS
$ 5 00

IYPEWR1TERS

JONES
144-241

U (26-16)

U (35-12)

U (21-14)

11641

0 (21-14)

0(24-16)

0 (21-7)

&

MACHINES,

TOO,

ROYAL, REMINGTON.
SMITH -CORONA.
s
UNDERWOOD

PER MONTH
ui

Cal-UCLA

C (14-7)

U (21-20)

U (14-7)

U 0644)

U (24-13)

USC-Wesh,

U (20-14)

U (7-0)

U (20-16)

0(8.6)

0(14.7)

V.-

W (21-7)

W (14-7)

0)28.12)

W (13-9)

0(24.21)

0 (28-21)

ASU-Utah St

A (28-14)

A (214)

A (14-6)

A(15.13(

A (21-17)

U (14-7)

N.M.-11YU

N (21-7)

N (21-13)

N (21-16)

N (21-7)

N 134-211

N (2I-19)_

Texas-SMU

T (34.7)

1(28.6)

1(16-0)

T (32-14)

7)18-13)

Ala-Min St

A (14-7)

A(21.7)

A (20-7)

A (18-12)

1117-101
A 132-141

Minn-Mich St

MS (20-7)

Minn (14-13)

Minn (27-14)

Minn (25-14)

Minn 114-71_ I

__
M St (28-14)

Duke-Ga Tech

6(14.7)

D (14-7)

D (12-0)

D 12-8)

D(13-121

D (144)

Idaho-Ariz

A (14-7)

A (21-6)

A (22-8)

I A (28-12)

A (21-7)

A 125-131

5 x 7 inch black & white

SF-Balt

8 (28-21)

S (21-20)

S (27-17)

S (28-27)

GB-Chi

(21-14)

C (21-14)

G (21-10)

N (28-20)

N (31-14)

ENLARGEMENT

-.

N (21-7)

San Jose State’s water polo
team takes to the road this weekend in an attempt to improve its
league standing and to avenge an
early season loss.
This afternoon the Spartans will
test the improved San Francisco
State Gators at 3:30 in the SFS
pool, then journey to Palo Alto to
meet the league leading Stanford
Indians at 11 tomorrow morning.
Today’s contest is a "must win"
encounter for coach Lee Walton’s
poloists, as a loss would drop them
out of contention for the Northern
California Water Polo league
crown.
The Spartans, now 1-1 in conference play and 7-4 overall, incampaign
their
1962
itiated
against the Gators in sensational
style, swamping them 23-1. However, it was a non-league game.
The Gators have haired far better in their own pool this season
and could make it tough for the
favored SJS mermen.
San Ft ancisco coach Walt Hanson is expected to start a lineup of
George Drysdale, center forward;
Art Citron, left forward; Bill
Crane or Bob Widoe, right forleft
/tartan Harkness,
ward;
guard; Larry Decker or Bill Crane,
right guard; Frank Sansot, center

’

1

;

0 (21-7) _ U (14-13)
’

71

E. San Fernando

13 (24-21)
6(24-21)

I

6(21.131

N (17.14)

N 124-7)

0)16-7)
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FREE
with each roll of film developeo
Black & White or color

FOR RELAXATION
Play

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY
Good until November 30th

MINIATURE GOLF

35c

OPEN It A.M.
REFRESHMENTS

Per Game

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE

GOLF

382 E. Santa Clara 292-5811
Specials for church, school groups

CY 4-2091

-#201

A (21-6)

II (24-21)

EQUIPMENT

OFFICE

k HUNTER’S

U (213-13)

6(28-24)

back; and Leroy Farwell, goalie.
Coach Walton will start his regular lineup of six seniors and one
junior: Jim Monsees, Jim Baugh.
Steve Skold, Austin Wiswell, Pete
Segues, Bob Lee and goalie John
Henry.
Saturday’s SJS-Stanford nonleague battle will be the locals’
only opportunity to retaliate for a
12-9 loop verdict the Indians captured earlier in the season.
Although a Stanford loss would
not alter the league standings, it
would lend prestige to the San
Jose record.
Walton’s league leading trash
are idle today, but will return
action tomorrow against the
ford yearlings in a preliminaiy1
game.
The Spartababes will lie t,
the services of high Set wing lot ward Al Hubbard, who sustained
a broken nose in a recent intrasquad srinunage.

11a

Crir
Our 22nd Yea,
Phone 292-5502

518 So. 10th St. near Willie,"

711,11r1M9trtrainrtriPtri-n-n:’.-.(Ir-IMIV.YrtrLI:
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Another Illini Honored
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPIi- Tom Cole will captain the University of Michigan basketball
team in the 1962-63 season, marking the third straight year a player
from Illinois has w,in this

King Size Hamburger
-A Meal In /heir

Pullover oxford Gant shirt. 5 095

9:
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Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce
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Never too Crowded

NEW

HENRY
(56-20

Across Front the Librarv
on 4th and San Fernando

Pressed

F

CALL US NOW FOR YOUR

ADDING

GUIBOR
(58-24)

HOLIDAY FAST SERV

(ERS

Course

DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED!!

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Two Games on Road
For Spartan Mermen

351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031

lf,11 !loiter; goarterbar-k, Javk
7.1,:zrzovk.
Last week COP proved hot,
tough it is by nipping the Wusitington State Cougars 13-12
Stockton. The Tigers control’,
the game on the ground and he.
WSU’s [’assail; at tack to it Mit.
mum.
The Spartans will show
1,111 a running and pass’’,
Tilehenal says that tt.

FAIRWAYS
Golf

,TYPEWRITER

Oak-NY

*BRUCE OLSON

.10

on a 27 yard sprint. Berry’s kick
made it 21-6.
The next time the Spartan yearlings got the ball they scored
again, this one coming on a 34
yard burst by halfback Bob Harkins. Ironically, Hatkins scored on
the previous play only to have it
nulified by a clipping penalty.
The fourth period was more of
the same, as the Spartababes outscored the Colts 14-8.
Berry proved that his right arm
was as strong as his kicking foot
by pitching a 61 yard bomb to
fleet back Gary Scardina to set
up the next score. Scatdina hustled
across from the two and Berry
converted to make it 35-6.
Santa Clara’s Smith, desperately
trying to pull his team back into
the game, filled the air with
passes, only to have alert Rich
Clough intercept one at midfield
and return the ball 20 yards to
set up the final San Jose score.
Smith got his club on the scoreboard for the second time on a
three yard flip to Ted Duckworth.
Brennan caught a Smith aerial for
the final two points to eno it at
42-14.

r

FAIRGROUNDS

-1
44.

Juicy Hot Dogs

lie
Erery Sunday

A man with Alopecia Universalis’
doesn’t need this deodorant
He could use a woman s roll on with impunity. Mennen Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ... where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does lust that. It gets through to the
Skin. And it works. All day More men use Mennen Spray than any
64e and $1.00 plus tax
Other deodorant. Have you tried it yet?
J5.n1 that ol the -1.
Crt,r,
lark ci tm,i.
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Revelation
of
Tau
Delta Phi Secrets
,s, ,:., , . Stimulates
’Most Elaborate Hoax
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!This is the second in
series of
weekly articles on Tau Delta Phi, oldest
honorary fraternity on campus).

LAO:.

By RONALD R. BRILL
in the fourth week
Novem’cr. 1959. Tau Delta Phi executed
is 43rd annual initiation for
pledges about to enter SJS’s oldest
nonorary scholastic fraternity.
Among the regular members of
the "Tower" fraternity conducting
the initiation that night was a
7

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?
We Insure Anyone!

:)

This Week
Ray Charles
"Country and
Western Music"
Volume II

5I’.’*

ifTA

Special Rates for Sfe Drivers
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
,te5ens hiur.ince Service
770 Willow St.
CY 7.2854

NV.i111

n

IBM Typing
Manuscripts or for
Reproduction
Phone 298-0625
Prompt, Accurate
Rates Reasonable
t--t--te

Hailoween Pa; ty Special!

19-year-old journalism major who
became the renter of one of the
most elaborate hoaxes in the fraternity’s history.
To set the scene, one must recall
the rash of hazing injuries i and
even death in one instance’ during
fraternity initiations across the
country that fall.
Dr. Edward J. Laurie. associate
professor of business at SJS, was
then, and is currently, one of the
faculty advisers for Tau Delta Phi,
which has exclusive rights to occupy the nearly half-century-old
Tower.
It has been an established tradition for as long as any fraternity
member can remember that the
most solemn vow taken by all
members is "What is said in the
Tower stays in the Tower."
However, during that week in
November, 1959, the fraternity

Spartaguide
TODAY:
Alpha Gamma, meeting, A115,
2:30 p.m.
Folk Music Society, folk guitar
clinic and meeting, T120, 7 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association.
tumbling. VVG21. 4:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation, counseling
appointments. 441 S. 10th St.,
10:30 a.m.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, rush tune.
!sin. 1158 Laurie St., 6:30 p.m.
ToMOItIt(WV:
Weekend t is - it cc, activities.
Men’s and Women’s Gyms, 12:30

Shampoo sot $5

1 p’M’
Student California Teachers A.:rani:s tkin. problems conference, 9
OPERATORS
EXPERT STY..iNG ET. EXPERiENC.
7, m,. THIS.
of San Francisco
Introducing
iPershing Rifles, carwash, Ca.
, I its at
s,Iiitte’s Texaco Station. 9 a.m.
it’ND-%Y:
Open
253 So. 2nd
Thurs. & Fi
Newman Club, discussion ses:re 3
CY 7-8552
9.00 P.M
tsum on "Who Says Birth Control
Is Wrong?." Catholic Women’s
Center, 8:15 p.m.
Kappa Phi, father and daughter
banquet, St. Paul’s Methodist
Church. 405 S. 10th St.. 12:30 p.m.
Spartan Speculators, meeting,
177 E.. San Fernando St., 8 p.m.
tirace Baptist Church. Annual
i ’hi irch-St talent Chicken Dinner,
RENTALS
FOR SALE
(;race Baptist Church, 12:45 p.m.
Roger Williams Fellowship,
’59 Poeqe for rent: $7. 4 doors from ,
!meeting with Kzzi Alunad speakr -11 295-7220,
’ ing on "My Faith as a Moslem."
Stereo
apt. contract for spr,ng. Large Grace Baptist Church. 6:15 p.m.
Are,
-. - -s. - ":arnpus. Mary, 297-4709.
Hawaiian Club, meeting, Build 422.50 month. ;- .- shed rcom nr. SJS. ing P. 205 S. Ninth St., 1 p.m.
DX -60
- -- CY 2-1327.
Canterbury .Astiociation, meet i ing, with Dr. Theodore Norton
WANTED
I speaking on "Christian Decision
SA. to Sunnyvale ,- - Ele,ke!ey. Leave in the Cuban Crises." Campus
45 A M A,g-., days Fridays.fer
Rateds Christian Center, 300 S. 10th St..
- r, a-anged. Round trip prere.
:6 p.m.
".42,
Wesley Foundation, meeting
58 VW. ,.. to $900 ,7,1,, Pv1-,’
with Dr. J. 0. Smith speaking on
The Meaning of Our Selfhood."
1359 r
St. Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th
girl. $33 - ...ind San Salvador Streets, 6 p.m.
Roommate wanted
Markham and Moulder Halls.
near ripen house. 2-5 p.m.
.*r ’n roe in
PA ab,e woman
.
7 -i-s, se’ary, Pies,: MoNDAY:
Senior class. meeting, CH161,
PRep
2r
331) p.m.
R an to Salt Lake City, Thanksgiving.
Lambda Delta Sigma. meeting,
,
CY 4.8946.
LDS Institute, 5:45 p.m.
HELP WANTED
Tau Beta Society, rotating,
E131. 7 p.m
r’Ather wanted mo.ning and evening
Women’s Recreation .Association,
- -,i to help in boarding
.S $5 wk. 295-7220.
council meeting. W02 1.20 p.m.
Ser.:ice station attendant, married.
Apply at Puritan Oil Co. 4’3 H

ircL+

paztartet

CLASSIFIEDS

journalism student ivvealed a tinge
of blasphemy, the pledging Procedure. in a front-page story of
Spartan Daily, and, in fact, violated
the "Tower" fraternity’s roost solemn vow of members.
This "infamous" act had just
begun to cool in the hearts of the
45 regular fraternity members, and
especially in the heart of indignant
Dr. Laurie when an impressive
UPI news wire story, which was
evidently fresh off the wires, was
rushed into Dr. Laurie’s hands in
the midst of one of his classroom
lectures.
Fraternity faculty adviser Laurie
read the following story:
"San Jose. Calif., Nov. 215
.5 San Jose State Col(CPI)
lege student. despondent because
of tat:tilts leemaire mer a ’story’
he had as ritten, leaped to his
death this afternoon from the
window of the college tower ...
The dead student was listed as
Robert Taylor, a Journallem major and member of the college’s
honor society."
The outcome of this faculty adviser’s nightmare is a closely
guarded secret of Tau Delta Phi
records, hut it is apparent that
Dr. Laurie was given the scare of
his life.
Adviser Laurie, now on leave in
New York, still has occasion to
mention the event on that frightening November day, but Taylor’s
"sin" has never been held against
him.

Baptist Church
To Fete Students
At Chicken Dinner

’SINKING FUND’
DALLAS. Tex (1’1.1,
plate on a boat docked
a /wt.
Appointments must be made on by lake: -Floating beitt
to
previous
1Tueatlays, one week
interviews, at the Placement Of.

Interviews’

Sociology Society ’Job
Application Forms
Available in 1A214 ,,,e,

NOS’. A, FRIDAY:
, Also used cars at a real Inc ell,eou.i.1
Naval Ordnance Test Station
China Lake: F:leetrieal engineercall 368-4259
I
ing, mechanical engineering, aero- 1_
, naut ice I engineering, chemical engineering. physics and mathematlies majors.
Naval Ordnance Test Station
Corona: Mechanical engineering,
electronic engineering and physics
majors.

insr
to the San
State chattier sit
Alpha Kappa Delta, national honorary society in sociology, are now
being received by Dr. James E.
Blackwell, the society’s adviser.
in IA214.
Dr. Blackwell, assistant professor of sociology, asks that applications be submitted before Wedire-day.
Membership Is open to any Nt
dent with at least a three-point
grade point average in 11 comAPPliCat i011-

pleted sociology units and
overall three-point G.P.A.

,

ww---wswww-ww-ww,
See us for oil your bakery needs.’,
t Wedding cakes, party pastries, s
cakes and pies.
an I birthday
San Jose’s finest independent
or
bakery

above.
Dr. Blackwell requested that all
sophomore sociology majors with
a present three-point S.P.A. contact him by Wednesday.
Alpha Kappa Delta was formed
nationally in 1926 and its present
headquarters is located on the
Iowa State University campus at
Ames. Iowa.
Present officers are David Linebarger, president; Mrs. Mary
Grace Taylor, vice president; Nadine Traughber. secretary and
Monique de Labastide, program
chairman.

,_ ,BREPO

771VPRS TRY
11 r

an

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

SHOP

san anronio

ST.

2 blocks from carnA,
CY 2-40110

CY 4-2810

I

Food Center
760 E. Santa Clara at 16th

Here’s Your Weekly
Spartan Specials.

Crest ripe Clop

EGGO MAYONAISE, 24 oz. Jar

47 North F-st Street

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you are shooing,
one of our select blends of
imported or domestic tobacco.
right for the discriminating
smoker.

All new 1963 cars at
wholesale prices

MJB INSTANT COFFEE, 6 oz. Jar
Try
fine
Just
pipe

29c

59e
69c

lb.
ITALIAN SAUSAGE, Homemade
Hours: Daily-9:00 to 9:00
Free Parking in our Lot
Sunday-9:00 to 6 00
Thrifty Green Stamps

Grace Baptist Church will hold
its annual church -student chicken
dinner at 12:45 Sunday afternoon
at Grace Baptist Church, 10th
and San Fernando Streets.
The dinner is an annual affair,
held to give church members the

opportuniiy to meet and get ac-

quainted with students.
"Church members will furnish
the chicken and trimmings," announced Maryann Gravitt, publicity chairman for Roger Williams
Fellowship. "All students need
brint is an appetite."

Signups Needed
For Color Photos
Seniors Who want their color
photographs in the 1963 La Torre
must make appointments now in i
the Strident Affairs Business Office, TH16, according to Ron Hall,
yearbook business manager.
Photos will be taken from Nov.
19 to Dec. 7 at 319 S. Fifth St.,
room 6. A charge of $2.75 will be
collected by the photographer at
the time of the sitting.
Senior members of fraternities
and sororities will he scheduled
with their own organizations
rather than for individual appointments.
"This is the first time that the
yearbook has scheduled senior
photos in color." said Hall.
Men should wear coats and ties;
women should wear skirts and
sweaters.

READAK Rapid Reading Class

Hasher wanted, small_ salary. 295,-7221
3oys to help r b,oa.ding house.
295-7220.

Me4.

SERVICES
Typing, all kinds, per paga.Foornotes,
no orrected. 292-2346.
Auto insurance f, students. Ph 248.
1420. C.,’ 81 ev Ins. 385 S. Monroe St.
34 Fo.d

T /ping

Begins Wed. Nov. 7; 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
SIGN UP NOW!

kcosS
To fEAD VI. RED RiDING- HOOD._

IT vGar) -To -TA }ZM

-^m papers etc. Els,.
377-6498.

get Lots More from

PERSONALS
rar shirts c.,per:ly! Ise each. CY

?

LOST AND FOUND

Accord’,

"ea. brevy.
173 3525.

Por sal -

’flu.

TRANSPORTATION
P eje

H U....11-AN115 To "E_AP.ONLI1 ThE,5ViE .2.HogS 45

11

Thankg,
r’,Y 373’
M I SC ELLA N E0 US

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

‘.5

TO PLACE AN AO:
Call at Student Affairs Rica
Roo. 16 Tower Halt. or
Snri in Handy Order Blank
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

EtADAK.... RAPID IZFAPI

CouSE , &volEAKMEINc7- A 1,000 WORDS
FEI2 MIN. W III{ I MFROVeD COMFMEIZION
-67g To\al C’jUNTEY lALLA&E 2.4’3-%74-

SAN Sor-.

more body
in the blend
more flavor
in the smoke
cic- 0 more t ast
through the filter

1
4

CEO"

F

LT E R

eac ’cow

Co_

sisal" I MTV.. COOACCO CO

It’a the rich -flavor leaf that does it! Among L& Al’s choice tobaccos ther,.’s more
of this longer-aged, extra-rtired leaf than even in some tttul It ere’) cigarettes. And
with L&NI’s modern filter the Miracle Tip only pore while touch. yuur
(;et lots more from L& \l the filter cigarette fin. petiple Ow really t’1’ r. tit

